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1. INTRODUCTION  

A large number of research publications and 

specialists have discussed and are still discussing 

issues related to the properties of the powers flow in 

three-phase loads operating under non-sinusoidal 

voltages and currents conditions [1]-[16]. The main 

phenomenon is the increasing of the apparent power 

of the power supply over the values corresponding to 

the active and reactive powers under sinusoidal 

conditions. The quantitative identification of this 

increase is very important due to the impact on the 

power factor in power distribution systems and 

electrical equipment. Moreover, under non-sinusoidal 
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conditions an important answer must be given – 

which is the value of the apparent power that must be 

compensated? It is generally accepted that under non-

sinusoidal conditions, along with the active power (P) 

and the reactive power (Q), another power – 

frequently named the distortion power (D) – is 

present. The quadratic relation between these powers 

and the apparent power (S) is broadly accepted too: 

 2222
DQPS ++= . (1) 

The definitions and the interpretations of the 

active and reactive powers are almost near 

unanimously accepted. In the case of complete 

compensation the power of active filter is given by 

 22 PSSF −= . (2) 

Under these conditions, it is clear that defining the 

apparent power will determine the compensation 

power and the distortion power. The active power has 

a clear physical signification and a well-argued 

mathematical definition, as the average instantaneous 

power over one cycle. In this respect, the question is 

whether defining the apparent power by a 

mathematical expression is relevant or not, because 

in the literature there are four relations. 

The phasor theory applied to the three-phase 

system proved to be a very useful tool in control 

applications and determined good practical results 

and important physical interpretations. Last but not 

least, applying the instantaneous complex apparent 

power theory to the active filters control proves its 

usability and its connection to the physical 

phenomena in three-phase systems [17]-[19]. 

This paper is not intended to starting a debate, but 

to be nothing but a point of view based on 

mathematical relations and many case studies. 

2. CURRENT DEFINITIONS OF APPARENT 
POWER  

Now, there are four different definitions of the 

apparent power in literature. Thus, in the IEEE 

Standard Dictionary of Electrical and Electronics Terms 

there are two different definitions, respectively [20]: 

- the first uses the RMS values of phases voltages 

and currents 

 TTSSRRA IUIUIUS ++= ; (3) 

- the second uses the active and reactive powers 

 22
G QPS += . (4) 

It is clear that the relation (4) is valid only in the 

sinusoidal conditions. 

There is a third definition, introduced by Buchholz 

[21], 

 2
T

2
S

2
R

2
T

2
S

2
RBh IIIUUUS ++++= . (5) 

The one of most consistent researchers in this area is 

Professor Leszek S. Czarnecki from Electrical and 

Computer Engineering Department of Louisiana State 

University, Baton Rouge, USA, which developed the 

Currents’ Physical Components (CPC) theory [22]. He 

proposed generalizing relation (5) for nonsinusoidal 

conditions as, 

2
T

2
S

2
R

2
T

2
S

2
RC iiiuuuiuS ++++== , (6) 

where, 

 ∑
∞

=

=
1k

2
)k(T,S,R

2
T,S,R Uu  (7) 

are the rms values of “k” order harmonics on each 

phase. 

It is obvious that relation (6) is another form of 

relation (5). 

3. THE P-Q THEORY AND POWERS IN 

STEADY STATE REGIME  

The apparent instantaneous complex power is 

defined starting of voltage and current phasors (u and i) 

[15], [22], [23] as, 

 

( )[ ]dqqdqqdd iuiujiuiu

iujqps

+−++=

=⋅=+=

2

3

2

3 *

. (8) 

The direct and alternating components can be 

outlined in the real and imaginary parts (sometimes 

named instantaneous active and reactive powers [15]), p 

and q:  

 ~qQq~,pPp +=+= . (9) 

P and Q are the average values resulting from 

 ∫∫ −−
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P . (10) 

Obviously, in steady state, P and Q are constants and 

 0)t(dq)t(dp
2
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2

0 ~ ∫∫ ==
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ωω . (11) 

In the square of the instantaneous complex power 

modulus, the components of the instantaneous powers 

can be separated as follows 
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The root mean square values are calculated from 

relation (9) 
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In the relation (13), the square of active and reactive 

powers P and Q can be identified. In these conditions, 

comparing with relation (1), the relation (13) suggests a 

new definition for apparent power: the root mean value 

of instantaneous complex power modulus 

 )t(ds
2

1
S

22

0
ω

π

π
∫= . (14) 

Thus, because the last term from relation (13) is 

zero, the following relation can be obtained 

 ( ) ( )tdqp
2

1
QPS
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222 ω
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∫ +++= . (15) 

Comparing the relations (15) and (1), a new 

definition for distortion power can be  

 ( ) ( )tdqp
2

1
D

2

0

2
~

2
~ ω

π

π

∫ += . (16) 

Also, the relations (2), (4) and (16) suggest defining 

of following complex powers: 

- the instantaneous distortion complex power, 

 ~~ jqpd +=  (17) 

- the average apparent complex power, 

 jQPS av += . (18) 

So, the apparent instantaneous complex power can 

be expressed as the sum of the two powers, 

 dSs av += . (19) 

The relations (15), (16) and (17) show that the 

distortion power and instantaneous distortion power 

contain all non-useful powers (distortion power and the 

power because of unbalanced load). 

From relation (2), the instantaneous apparent 

complex power modulus is obtained 

 ( ) ( )2
q

2
d

2
q

2
d

iiuu
2

3
iu

2

3
s +•+=•= . (20) 

Thus, the apparent power defined by (8) becomes 
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Relation (21) reveals two aspects: 

a) in the sinusoidal voltage conditions, the 

voltage phasor modulus is constant and 

 UI
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S = , (22) 
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b) in the non-sinusoidal voltage conditions, the 

voltage phasor modulus is not constant and 

 UI
2

3
S ≠ , (24) 

Now, starting from the correct definition of active 

current in p-q theory under non-sinusoidal conditions 

[24], other instantaneous apparent complex power can 

be defined as, 

 s
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U
iu
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U

2

3
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2

2
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2

2

1 =⋅= , (25) 

and a new possible relation for apparent power as the 

rms value of new instantaneous apparent complex 

power can be done, i.e. 

 UI
2

3
)t(ds

2

1
S

22

0 11 == ∫ ω
π

π
. (26) 

It is simple to see that: 

- in this case, the relation (22) is obtained; 

- if the voltages are sinusoidal the relations (25) 

and (8) are identical because 

 uU = . (27) 

4. CASE STUDIES  

We will compare the results obtained by relations 

(3) and (5) with the results obtained by the new 

relations (21) and (26). It should be emphasized that, 

under sinusoidal conditions and balanced load, all four 

relations become identical. 

On the other hand, the apparent power of parallel 

active filter can be calculated using the current that 

must be compensated. So, in the total filtering case, the 

active filter current phasor (iF) is calculated on the base 

of the load current phasor (iL) and of  the active current 

phasor (iA) [24] 

 ALF iii −= . (28) 

The active current phasor in  non-sinusoidal or 

sinusoidal conditions is given by [24] 

 u
U3

P2
i

2A = . (29) 

Having the active filter current and the voltage, 

apparent power of active filter can be calculated by (3), 

(5), (21) or (26) as a check. 

In the next tables, the notations significance is: 

- Sf – apparent power calculated by relation (21); 

- Sf1 – apparent power calculated by relation (26); 

- SIEE – apparent power calculated by relation (3); 

- SBh – apparent power calculated by relation (5); 
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- P –active power; 

- Q –reactive power; 

- PFf – power factor calculated by Sf; 

- PFf1 – power factor calculated by Sf1; 

- PFIEE – power factor calculated by SIEE; 

- PFBh – power factor calculated by SBh; 

- SFAf – apparent power of active filter calculated 

by relation (2) and Sf; 

- SFAIEE – apparent power of active filter calculated 

by relation (2) and SIEE; 

- SFABh – apparent power of active filter calculated 

by relation (2) and SBh; 

- 100
SFA

SFASFA
SFA

IEE

IEE1f
⋅

−
=∆ ; 

- SFAf1cal – apparent power of active filter calculated 

by relation (26) and active filter current (28); 

- SFAIEEcal – apparent power of active filter 

calculated by relation (3) and active filter current (28). 

4.1. Sinusoidal Three Phase Voltage and 
Unbalanced R-L Load  

 

Let us assume that a three phase resistive-inductive 

unbalanced load (RR=RS=2Ω; LR=LS=2mH; RT=∞, Y 

connection), is supplied from a symmetrical source of a 

sinusoidal, positive sequence voltage (Y connection), 

with πωω 100;V50U;tsinU2uR === . 

The values of apparent power are shown in Table 1. 
In this case, the apparent power calculated by 

relation (3) is the lowest (2065VA instead of 2530 VA). 
Also,  the apparent power of active filter using this 
value is by 38% lower (1163VA instead of 1867 VA). 
In the same times, the value of apparent power of active 
filter using its current is different (1867VA versus 
1163VA). 

 
 
 

 

Table 1. The results corresponding of Sinusoidal Three Phase Voltage and Unbalanced Resistive-Inductive Load 

Sf 

(21) 
Sf1 

(26) 
SIEE 
(3) 

SBh 

(5) 

Pf 

(10) 
PFf PFf1 PFIEE PFBh SFAf SFAf1 SFAIEE SFABh ∆SFA SFAf1calf SFAIEEcal 

2530 2530 2065 2530 1706 0,67 0,67 0,83 0,67 1867 1867 1163,52 1867 38 1867 1867 

 

4.2. Sinusoidal Three Phase Voltage and 
Balanced Unlinear Load (Static 
Converter) 

 

Let us assume that a three phase static converter 

(Variable phase controlled AC source) supplies a 

balanced R-L load, 

 ( mH1LLL;1RRR TRRTSR ===Ω=== ). 

 
Fig. 1. The phases currents of the R-L load supplied by variable 

phase controlled AC source 

The phase currents are symmetrical and strong 

distorted (Fig. 1). 

In this case, all the four relations give the same 

result. Also, the active filter apparent powers calculated 

by (2) and using active filter current are the same. 
 

4.3. Sinusoidal Three Phase Voltage and 
Unbalanced Unlinear Load (Static 
Converter) 
 

Let us assume the same circuit but, the phase c of 

the load is broken. In this case, the current of phase c is 

zero. The phase currents remain strong distorted and in 

addition they are unsymmetrical. 

Because of this, the apparent power calculated by 

IEEE recommended relation (3) is lower than the values 

given by relations (5), (21) and (26) that give the same 

result (Table 2). The active filter apparent powers 

calculated by (2) and using active filter current and (3) 

are different. The values obtained by (5), (21) and (26) 

are the same, again. 

It is very important that the active filter apparent 

power obtained by IEEE recommended relation is 26% 

lower than the values obtained by (5), (21) and (26).
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Table 2. The results corresponding of Variable phase controlled AC source and unbalanced R-L load 

Sf 

(21) 
Sf1 

(26) 
SIEE 
(3) 

SBh 

(5) 

Pf 

(10) 
PFf PFf1 PFIEE PFBh SFAf SFAf1 SFAIEE SFABh ∆SFA SFAf1calf SFAIEEcal 

4426 4426 3613 4426 1359,30,30710,30710,37620,30714212,104212,103347,554212,10 26 4212,00 3820,6 

 

4.4. Non-sinusoidal Three Phase Voltage 
and Balanced Resistive Load 

Next, we will consider a three-phase non-sinusoidal 

voltage source that supplies a balanced pour resistive 

three-phase load (R=4Ω). The voltage contains the first 

harmonic U1=100V and the 5
th
 harmonic U5=50V. The 

currents are distorted and contain the same harmonics 

as the voltages. In this case, the apparent powers 

calculated by (3), (5) and (26) are the same, but (21) 

leads to a higher value (Table 3). The active power and 

the apparent power are equal. 
 

Table 3. The apparent powers corresponding of non-sinusoidal 
voltage and balanced R load 

Sf 

(21) 
Sf1 

(26) 
SIEE 
(3) 

SBh 

(5) 

Pf 

(10) 

10771 9375 9375 9375 9375 

4.5. Non-sinusoidal Three Phase Voltage 
and Unbalanced Resistive Load 

Let us assume the same circuit as in the subsection 

4.4 but, the phase c of the load is broken. In this case 

the current of phase c is zero. The phase currents 

remain strong distorted and in addition they are 

unsymmetrical. 
Because of this, the apparent power calculated by 

IEEE recommended relation (3) is lower than the values 
given by relations (5) and (26) that give the same result 
(Table 4). In the same times, the apparent power 
obtained by (21) is higher. The active filter apparent 
powers calculated by (2) and using active filter current 
and (3) are different. They differ by 42%. 

 
 
 

 

Table 4. The results corresponding of non-sinusoidal voltage and unbalanced R load 
Sf 

(21) 
Sf1 

(26) 
SIEE 
(3) 

SBh 

(5) 

Pf 

(10) 
PFf PFf1 PFIEE PFBh SFAf SFAf1 SFAIEE SFABh ∆SFA SFAf1calf SFAIEEcal 

7616 6629 5412,56629 4687 0,62 0,71 0,87 0,71 6002,964687,822706,884687,82 42,26 4687,50 4687,50 

 

4.6. Non-sinusoidal Three Phase Voltage 
and Balanced R-L Load 

If the load is of R-L type, although the waveforms of 

the voltage and current are different, the results are 

similar as the balanced R load case. It should be noted 

that the apparent power obtained with (21) is again 

greater than the value on the other three relations. 

4.7. Non-sinusoidal Three Phase Voltage 
and Unbalanced R-L Load 

If the load is unbalanced (the phase c is broken), the 
results are similar as the subsection 4.5. Quantitatively, 
the active filter apparent powers calculated by (2) and 
IEEE recommended relation (3) are lower than the 
values given by relations (5) and (26) by 33% (Table 5) 

 

Table 5. The results corresponding of non-sinusoidal voltage and unbalanced R-L load 

Sf 

(21) 
Sf1 

(26) 
SIEE 
(3) 

SBh 

(5) 

Pf 

(10) 
PFf PFf1 PFIEE PFBh SFAf SFAf1 SFAIEE SFABh ∆SFA SFAf1calf SFAIEEcal 

1206511752 9596 11752 7365 0,61 0,63 0,77 0,63 9556,209157,856151,429157,85 33 9157,00 9054,00 

 

4.8. Non-sinusoidal Three Phase Voltage 
and Balanced Unlinear Load (Static 
Converter) 

The next case refers to a practical situation when the 

voltage is medium distorted (THDU=11%) (Fig. 2).  

This voltage supplies a variable phase controlled AC 

source that has a balanced R-L load.  

The current is strong distorted and the apparent 

power values calculated by all the four relations are 

practically equal. 
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4.9. Non-sinusoidal Three Phase Voltage 
and Unbalanced Unlinear Load (Static 
Converter) 

The last case study is the same circuit considered in  

subsection 4.8 but the phase c is broken. The current 

shape changes and has only one pulse. The apparent 

power calculated by IEEE recommended relation (3) is 

lower than the values given by relations (5), (21) and 

(26) that give the same result (Table 6).  

The active filter apparent power calculated by (2) is 

by 20% smaller than the apparent power calculated 

using active filter current and by (3)  
Fig. 2. The phases voltage and current of the balanced R-L load 

supplied by variable phase controlled AC source and non-sinusoidal 

voltage 

 

Table 6. The results corresponding of the unbalanced R-L load supplied by variable phase controlled AC source and non-sinusoidal 
voltage 

Sf 

(21) 
Sf1 

(26) 
SIEE 
(3) 

SBh 

(5) 

Pf 

(10) 
PFf PFf1 PFIEE PFBh SFAf SFAf1 SFAIEE SFABh ∆SFA SFAf1calf SFAIEEcal 

909 909 746,75 909 279,250,30720,30720,3740 0,3072 865,04 865,04 692,57 865,04 19,94 865,03 789,57 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

After analysis of naine case studies, a lot of 

conclusions can be underlined. 

1. The all four relations give the same results for 

balanced load, regardless of the current waveform. 

2. The relation (21) gives the same values as (5) and 

(26) for the sinusoidal voltage, regardless of the 

current waveform, for balanced or unbalanced load. 

3. The relation proposed by Bucholtz and Czarnecki 

(for non-sinusoidal voltage) (5), gives the same 

results as relation proposed by us in p-q theory (26), 

in all the analyzed cases. 

4. The relation recommended by IEEE (3) is wrong if 

the load is unbalanced. We draw this conclusion not 

because they get different values of apparent 

powerfrom those calculated relationships (5) and 

(26) but because they get different values of the 

apparent power of active filter. For example, in the 

last case study it is obtained that: 

- the apparent power of the load by IEEE 

recommended relation (3), SIEE =746,75VA; 

- the apparent power of active filter by (2), 

SFAIEE=692,57VA; 

- the active filter current by (28) and the apparent 

power of active filter by (3), 

SFAIEECAL=789,57VA; the two values differ by 

14%. 

5. In these conditions the relation (3) must be replaced 

or to specify that it is valid for balanced loads. 

6. Excepting apparent power definitions in p-q theory 

(21), (26) and apparent power of active filter 

calculation by two methods, these conclusions are 

found in several works of Prof. Czarnecki. 

7. It should be emphasized that using relations (5) and 

(26) the same value is obtained by the two 

calculation methods. 

8. The relation (26) can be used for apparent power 

calculation in p-q theory.  
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